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Medicare Payment Reform — How AGA is
Preparing GIs for Value-Based Payment Systems
Reforming the broken Medicare physician reimbursement system and giving gastroenterologists the
tools to help them to provide high-quality patient care are high priorities for AGA.
AGA strongly advocates that quality-based reimbursement
systems must be based on evidence-based clinical
practice guidelines and patient outcome measures that are
developed with physician input. In that regard:
• AGA develops evidence‐based clinical guidelines that
identify gaps in care. We employ the rigorous Grading of
Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation
(GRADE) system.
• AGA creates measures based on evidence‐based guidelines. The
AGA Gastroenterology National Quality Measure Set measures
were developed from evidence‐based guidelines.
• We develop measures through the AMA’s Physician Consortium
for Performance Improvement (PCPI) and participate in the
National Quality Forum’s two-stage endorsement process.
AGA advocates that a reformed Medicare reimbursement
system provide incentives for physicians who report on
quality measures through outcomes-based registries.
• The AGA Digestive Health Outcomes Registry® helps
users optimize quality of care by giving them a secure and
scientifically valid way to collect, analyze and report clinically
relevant data related to inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) and
colorectal cancer prevention. The data captured can be distilled
into reports to enable quality improvement efforts at the
physician and practice levels.
• The AGA Digestive Health Recognition Program (DHRP) is a
platform for clinicians to demonstrate and be recognized for
superior quality of care. Participants who meet thresholds
for quality can receive recognition through the AGA and the
Health Care Incentives Improvement Institute’s Bridges to
Excellence program, which is used by payors to determine

recognition and premium designation status as well as
financial incentives. The DHRP is built on IBD Physician Quality
Reporting System (PQRS) measures.
• Through our registry and recognition programs,
gastroenterologists can submit data to the CMS PQRS.
AGA recognizes the movement toward population-based
reimbursement.
• We are developing alternative payment models. For instance,
AGA is working to develop a colonoscopy bundle. AGA physicians
are developing the components of the bundles, which include
screening, diagnostic and therapeutic colonoscopy, time
frame, complications and associated carve outs. This will help
physicians to demonstrate value and negotiate the services they
provide to a population of patients.
• AGA is also developing clinical service lines to help physicians
with population management. We collect guidelines, measures,
payment bundles and other resources to create “how to”
manuals for common GI diseases. Bundles will sync with
electronic medical records, registries, PQRS and other systems
and give physicians tools to show how coordinated care can be
delivered, measured and improved.
AGA is committed to moving physicians to a more viable
reimbursement system that rewards physicians for improving the
quality of care that they provide to their patients.
The American Gastroenterological Association is the trusted
voice of the GI community.
Founded in 1897, the AGA has grown to include more than
16,000 members from around the globe who are involved in all aspects
of the science, practice and advancement of gastroenterology.
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